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Mankind Is NO MORE At The Top Of The Food Chain. Jointly they’t miss this thrilling novel of
backwoods terror. They learn that Sasquatch is real, but these are not the shy creatures of legend. A madness
offers claimed them, erasing their once peaceful nature and departing in its wake a ravenous horde of
monsters that's about to descend upon the unsuspecting citizens of a remote town. But the woods hold more
than one magic formula. Harrison and his close friends will need to team up with them for a desperate last
stand against the rampaging beasts. The cast of a minimal budget reality show is filming in the region and
they have details that could even the odds. When Harrison Kent suggests an outing to a remote control
campsite in Colorado, his friends are eager for a few days of fun and experience.ll need to fight back if
indeed they wish to have any hope of securing mankind's spot as the dominant species.----------If you love
Eric S. Brown or Steve Alten after that don’ What awaits them, though, is normally far more than they ever
bargained for.Bigfoot Hunters eBook groups:Horror Myths & LegendsMythology & Folk TalesScience
FictionAction & AdventureMystery, Thriller & SuspenseFairy TalesUrban Fantasy ThrillerScience Fiction
& Fantasy
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.. Sometimes less is more. Oh my goodness! THEREFORE I decided to test it out for.First i want to say this
reserve hooks you right away and does not let go till the last page.I have read hundreds of horror genre
books and this rates within my top 5. For those who like tales including Bigfoot, or for individuals who like
big creature type books this Is must.Rick sets you best in the center of the terror and does not let up..I'll not
give anything away. Its "Truth be told.! Think of "Cujo" meets Bigfoot.This book isn't just a great horror
novel but filled up with the humor you'll expect out of this wonderful author.Enjoy.Not really since reading
a casino game of Thrones novel have I felt the major character's fear of not making it to the end of the story..
Just what a ride!.and if you are camping in the woods while scanning this....God help you... Test it out for.
Your decision people, but t just wasn't my 'cup of tea'.. Bigfoot gone crazy A different tale for Gualtieri, and

various characters. However, I don't think it really is anywhere near as effective as the "Expenses the
Vampire" series.They merely are short on a single development that "pro" authors have at their disposal.I
cannot recommend it to learn, but We also won't say not really too buy it.. Great Book This book caught off
guard. Science and Faith are not enemies and it's because of my love of research that I also like my Faith.
From early on in the publication I needed or rather needed to go through what happened next. Certainly a
page turner.Not really since Stephen King's "Product sales Great deal" have I felt such terror. Science is
studying God for me and the issue with today's society will there be is a lack of knowledge of what scripture
is usually and how it should be read. I highly recommend this novel to everyone. He mixes
"fundamentalists" ideals with stereotypes that are definitely untrue. Using this method, they removed much
of the suspense and changed it with more of an "actions" plot. Just my estimation. I like the bits of humor
scattered here and there through the entire book, but much less gore could have been even better. Good
exciting read It's been awhile since We read an excellent "scary" action thriller kind of book and We enjoyed
this. Gory but interesting This was a fascinating and nearly believable story in regards to a group of
teenagers who get a camp over in the woods and end up discovering a lot more than they bargained for. The
Holy Spirit can be our guide in common sense. I have read other Books about Bigfoot, but none grabbed my
attention as quickly as that one. I am certain even everyone else who is not really into big creatures or
Bigfoot, will enjoy this book aswell. God gave us brains to think. Jesus provided us hearts to like. I've had a
genuine life encounter with these "crypt-ids" and at no point did it "shake" my faith and trigger me to state
to hell with my morals and decide on a secular life-style. My only criticism was the stereotypical portrayal
of the type Paula. I believe Paula and Phil's tale could have performed out completely differently and it
would have been better for the reserve.. Kept me turning the web pages and attempting to stay engaged Big
Foots and reality Television what more could you hope for It would produce a fun sci fi film or could flesh it
out into a series/mini series Five Stars So very good I had to go back and buy the second Tales of the CryptoHunter book!But an excellent read. Fun, Fast-Paced Read I really enjoyed this tale. The tale itself was fun
and overly busy. The entire story takes place in a little area over a small amount of time but Rick is quite
comprehensive and it feels as though a lot more period progresses. It wasn't until following the story
finished that I recognized just how short amount of time had in fact passed in the tale.The only reason I rated
4 stars rather than 5 was the mature sexual content. I've no problem with that articles in and of itself yet, in
this story it felt pressured and awkward. Multiple situations it in fact pulled me out from the story as I
cringed at the weirdness of a specific sentence in an otherwise engaging scenario.. This book just hardly
ever stops, and I couldn't stop reading it. It's still more than worth the read decent read, but not compelling
Not a bad browse, and certainly a decent take on the "BigFoot" genre.!The first mistake was revealing the
creature in the first few pages. It had been hard to put down. It would have been far better to unveil the
monster following the full intro to the cast had happened.The cast was a likable group and the writer
developed them in an excellent manner.BUT, the pacing was again off. As the creatures crescendo into the
climax, the writing actually SLOWS DOWN! I came across myself skimming ahead somewhat to move the
fluff.An editor would have applied some, "Tag Twain" magic (i.e, "lessons on brevity") and created a
'tighter' read.Therefore, this novel fails where so, so many of the kindle books fail;It isn't that it is a bad
publication, it is quite nicely written, it's that some of the characters produce noob errors, or take the simple
way out, along with some of mandatory style helping characters for a remote town, eg: survivalists, retired
city doctor, etc.We gave 3 celebrities because at the purchase price point, it really is hard to be too hard on
the author...... Cryptozoology at It's Best! Wow! With a T.That being said if you are scanning this and have
not browse the book don't allow that missing star end you. Having just finished a James Rollins (for full, big
name author cost) I decided I was in the feeling for some even more monster/thriller genre (at reasonable
cost). Writer Rick Gualtieri delivered an ideal solution. I've never seen a Sasquatch but possess a high
school friend who damm near totaled her car in northern CA attempting to avoid hitting one crossing the

street.This book was a big surprise from what I am used to from the talented author. The premise was wellplanned, and the reasons given for the Sasquatchs rampaging simple and, dare I say, plausible.. As a
Catholic I'm also a devoted believer in science and the unknown. The author gives into the mainstream
media's portrayal of Catholic's with little regard for the truth.. There's a T in Told Fairly typical teens into
woods start come across horror which tries to eat them. Fast paced action Liked the plotting and the
character types just wish more of these had made it..! The chance that things that go bump in the night time
could be real. A little gory at occasions, if you're minds "plays the film" in your brain as you examine, like
mine will, but a good read. If you are into scary monster stories, with lots of twists and turns, this book
should prove entertaining. One weird problem which will keep turning up: "Truth be old". Keep working
into that with this writer. You need to encounter this nail biting adventure for yourself." Informed. I never
heard about this author and sort of stumbled across this reserve while poking around for alittle crypto with
my morning hours coffee. Please be aware that, Rick. JUST WHAT A Ride!A few complications cropped
up in the pacing of the reserve and will be easily fixed by sending it to a professional editor. every Tome of
Costs book by the writer and enjoyed each publication a little more I have browse every Tome of Expenses
book by the writer and enjoyed each book a little more.!!.!If you value good horror you will like this. I can't
stand Bigfoot novels but I wanted to read Devil Hunters. I was amazed as this is not something I'd normally
examine. I am glad that I required a opportunity and read this since it was awesome. If I hadn't other items to
do, this novel could have been read per day. I desire that I possibly could give it more than five stars. Cool
new story, beginning what could be a great series If you want crypotozoology fiction, and specifically if you
want Rick G's previous books, you'll such as this one! Quite an imgination! Great writing and kept my
interest. I decided to understand better in regards to what was going on, I had a need to start from the start. I
was hooked therefore i read the following book. Actually quite good.
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